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Beatrice Foods Co. to Partner with Anna Carter’s
The Seed Lady ACT SLOW MINISTRIES
PHOENIX -- With the unprecedented Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19), and
the domino effect that it is having on millions of people across the
planet, Beatrice is working diligently, and thoughtfully to assist in
using our select vendors to help ll the gap in shelf-stable food
products, as well as disinfectant and antiseptic supplies. As with
retailers, and distributing companies, hand sanitizing products, as
well as certain soap inventories have been completely depleted, and
our Beatrice Distribution Division primarily sells Purell, but we have
been told that there is no indication of when inventory will be
made available to even serve our normal customer base that purchases
from us.
Beatrice will immediately be working with Ms. Anna Marie Carter, and
the ACT SLOW MINISTRIES from Los Angeles, California to help procure
what supplies are needed in the communities she works with. Ms. Anna
Marie Carter’ contacts, which extend nationally, will help facilitate
in a careful coordination of where Beatrice can collaborate in the most
efcient way in order to get much needed food, and other supplies to
those that have been hit hard by the unnecessary, and selsh hoarding,
which leaves senior citizens, and the very young in a vulnerable
situation.
Beatrice prefers to work with non-prots, such as churches during this
crisis, as proteering has escalated beyond what is normal, and it is
not known how long this crisis will last for. So, it is imperative that
Co-op’s be established in order to help ll in the gaps that traditional
grocery stores are having a difcult time coping with. Beatrice
is currently working not only with ACT SLOW MINISTRIES, but Arizona
churches as to help serve the local communities here as well.
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About Beatrice Foods
Beatrice Foods Co.(www.beatriceco.com/), with a reputation that dates
back to 1894, manufactures Classy Crisps Gourmet Popped Corn, and
Tarasov Herbal Dressing & Sauce. Beatrice Foods Co. is renowned for our
unique and high quality food products. Through our Beatrice Distribution
Division, we distribute ConAgra Brands food products for food service
customers, and certain retail, as well charitable organizations.

